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Rat liver fatty-acid-binding protein (FABP) does not contain
tryptophan. Three mutant proteins have been produced in which
a single tryptophan residue has been inserted by site-directed
mutagenesis at positions 3 (F3W), 18 (F18W) and 69 (C69W).
These tryptophans have been strategically located in order to
provide fluorescent reporter groups to study the binding and
structural characteristics of rat liver FABP. Two fluorescent
fatty acid analogues, DAUDA {11-[(5-dimethylaminonaphtha-
lene-l-sulphonyl)amino]undecanoic acid} and 3-[p-(6-phenyl)-
hexa-1,3,5-trienyl]phenylpropionic acid, showed no significant
difference in binding affinities for the different mutant proteins,
although maximum fluorescence values were decreased for F3W
and increased for C69W. These findings were confirmed by
studies ofDAUDA displacement by oleate. Protein-denaturation

INTRODUCTION

The fatty acid-binding proteins (FABPs) are widely distributed
cytosolic hydrophobic ligand-binding proteins of low molecular
mass found at relatively high concentrations in liver, heart and
intestine [1-3]. The main endogenous ligands are fatty acids of
C16-C22 chain length, although other lipids and carcinogens bind
with lower affinity [2,3]. The following functions for FABP have
been suggested: (a) fatty acid uptake and transport, (b) protection
of membranes against the detrimental effects of high levels of
fatty acids and their metabolites and (c) regulation of various
fatty acid metabolic pathways. However, these functions are

based mainly on indirect evidence, and the exact physiological
role of these proteins remains unknown [2-4].
Rat liver FABP differs from the heart and intestinal isoforms

in the general characterization of ligand binding and specificity.
The liver isoform is commonly accepted to bind a molar ratio of
two fatty acid molecules, whereas the intestinal form only
binds one fatty acid [5-8]. In the latter protein the fatty acid
carboxylate is also involved in electrostatic interactions with
amino acid side chains [1,9], while n.m.r. studies indicate that
such interactions do not occur with liver FABP, and in this case

the fatty acid carboxylates are solvent-accessible and located
near the protein/solvent interface [6,7]. Furthermore, liver FABP
is able to bind a wide range of ligands [3], including, among

others, lipid metabolites such as acyl-CoA [10,11] and lyso-
phosphatidylcholine (lysoPC) [12]. Jakoby et al. [13] have sug-

gested that cytosolic lipid-binding proteins can be separated into
two subgroups based on sequence alignments and the presence or

absence of the arginine found at position 106 in intestinal FABP.
Thus intestinal and heart or muscle FABP, the last two being
identical [14], contain this vital arginine, whereas liver FABP

studies in the presence of urea indicated subtle differences for the
three mutants which could be explained by multiple unfolding
pathways. Fatty acid binding increased tryptophan fluorescence
emission in the case of the F18W protein, but had no effect on the
F3W and C69W proteins. Fluorescence quenching studies with
2-bromopalmitate showed that a fatty acid carboxylate is close
to the tryptophan in the F18W protein. Energy-transfer studies
showed that the fluorescent moiety of DAUDA is equidistant
from the three mutated amino acids and is bound within the f,-
clam solvent cavity of liver FABP. This interpretation of the
fluorescence quenching and energy-transfer data supports the
difference in ligand orientation between intestinal and liver
FABP observed in previous studies.

contains a threonine residue at the same position [13]. The
subgroup containing liver FABP can bind a wider variety of
ligands, whereas the alternative group is more ligand specific
[13].
The crystallographic structures of various FABPs show a basic

tertiary structure consisting of ten anti-parallel f-sheets, organ-
ized into two approximately orthogonal f8-sheets forming a f6-
clam configuration, and two a-helices forming part of a proposed
portal region [1,9,15,16]. The fatty acid carboxylate forms
electrostatic interactions with Arg-106 in intestinal FABP and
the acyl chain extends towards the portal region, surrounded by
the side chains of hydrophobic amino acids [1]. No structure for
rat liver FABP has been published.

Using site-directed mutagenesis techniques we have replaced
three amino acids in rat liver FABP, i.e. Phe-3, Phe-18 and Cys-
69, with tryptophans to facilitate structural and binding studies
using fluorescent techniques. Cys-69 was chosen for mutation as
it has been shown that ligand binding is not affected by
modification of this unique cysteine with dithionitrobenzene
(DTNB) or N-iodoacetyl-N'-(5-sulpho-l-naphthyl)ethylene-
diamine ('IAEDANS') [17,18]. Ligand binding and denaturation
studies displayed distinct effects for the three mutants, while
energy-transfer studies indicated that the fluorescent moiety of
the fatty acid analogue, 1 1-[(5-dimethylaminonaphthalene-1-
sulphonyl)amino]undecanoic acid (DAUDA), was bound in the
,f-clam binding pocket.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials

9(10)-Bromostearic acid, oleoyl-CoA, oleoyl-lysoPC and fatty
acids (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO, U.S.A.); DAUDA,

Abbreviations used: DAUDA, 11-[(5-dimethylaminonaphthalene-1-sulphonyl)amino]undecanoic acid; DPH-PA, 3-[p-(6-phenyl)hexa-1,3,5-trienyl]-
phenylpropionic acid; DTNB, dithionitrobenzene; FABP, fatty-acid-binding protein; lysoPC, lysophosphatidylcholine.

* To whom correspondence should be sent.
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3-[p-(6-phenyl)hexa-1 ,3,5-trienyl]phenylpropionic acid (DPH-
PA), cis-parinaric acid (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR, U.S.A.);
isopropyl fi-D-thiogalactoside (Northumbria Biologicals, Cram-
lington, Northd., U.K.); 2-bromopalmitate (2-bromohexa-
decanoic acid) (Aldrich Chemie, Steinheim, Germany).

All other chemicals were of analytical grade quality.

Mutagenesis and cloning

The FABP gene has been cloned into a modified pET-lI vector
[11] and three mutants (Phe-3 to Trp-3: F3W; Phe-18 to Trp-18:
F18W; Cys-69 to Trp-69: C69W) produced by site-directed
mutagenesis using a M13 phage vector and standard cloning
techniques [19-21]. The relevant mutations were verified by
DNA sequencing [22] and the plasmids were transformed into
BL21 DE3 cells [21].

Protein purfficafton

Overnight cultures grown in DYT medium (16 g of tryptone,
10 g of yeast extract, 5 g of NaCl per litre of medium, pH 7.2)
containing ampicillin (50 ,ug/ml) [23] were diluted into the same
medium and grown for 2.5 h before induction with 0.5 mM
isopropyl f6-D-thiogalactoside for 4-6 h. The cells were collected
and the FABP purified from sonicated cells by (NH4)2SO4
fractionation and chromatography on naphthylaminodecyl-
agarose and Sephadex G-75, as previously described [17,24]. The
proteins were de-lipidated on Lipidex 1000 [25] and concentrated
using an Amicon YM3 membrane.

Protein concentrations were determined by a dye-binding
assay [26]. The proteins were essentially pure on SDS/PAGE
[27].

General methods

Concentrations of fluorescent fatty acid probes were deter-
mined by their absorption coefficients: c335 (DAUDA) =

4400 M-' - cm-' in methanol [28], c360 (DPH-PA) =
60000 M-l cm-' in egg phosphatidylcholine vesicles [29], £304
(cis-parinaric acid) = 79000 M-l cm-' in methanol [30]. The
absorbance spectrum of DPH-PA is not dependent on solvent
polarity [31], and DPH-PA concentrations were determined in
methanol.

All absorbance and fluorescence determinations were corrected
for buffer and DAUDA (as relevant). Fluorescence emission
spectra were corrected using tryptophan as a standard, with
tryptophan concentrations determined by using the absorption
coefficient: e280 = 5600 M-1 cm-' [32]. All fluorescence measure-
ments were determined in 50 mM Hepes buffer, pH 7.5, at 25 'C.
Methanol concentrations, where appropriate, were kept constant
at 1 % (v/v) for determination of binding kinetics.

All relevant data are shown as means+ S.D. Statistical signifi-
cance was determined by Student's t test.

Inner-filter effects

Corrections for inner-filter effects (in the case of DPH-PA and
oleoyl-CoA) were made by using eqn. (1) or by using a standard
curve [33]. Both methods gave essentially the same results.

Fcorrect ;Fobservedexp [(Aexcitation + Aemission)!2] (1)
where F is the fluorescence emission and A the absorbance of the
solution at the excitation and emission wavelengths respectively.

All other fluorophores were used at concentrations for which
absorbances were below 0.05 [33].

Fluorescence quenching

Fluorescence quenching data was fitted to the classical Stern-
Volmer equation [34]:

FO/F= 1+KQ[Q] (2)

Alternatively, a modified Stern-Volmer equation was used [35]:

FO/AF = 1/([Q] faKQ(e!f)) + 1/f. (3)

in which case [Q] is the concentration of quencher, KQ(eff) is the
effective quenching constant, f. is the effective fractional maxi-
mum accessible fluorescence, Fo is the fluorescence in the absence
of quencher, and AF is the difference in fluorescence in the
presence and absence of quencher [35]. The data were fitted to
the above equations by simple linear regression.

Urea-denaturation studies

FABP (1 ,uM final concn.) was diluted into 50 mM Hepes buffer,
pH 7.5 (25 °C), and the sample allowed to equilibrate (as
monitored by fluorescence emission). Urea (9.6 M stock solution
in buffer) was added in aliquots (50-100 ,u1). After equilibration
tryptophan fluorescence (excitation at 280 nm, emission at
330 nm) was averaged over a 60 s interval. Data were corrected
for dilution effects.

Effect of fatty acid binding on quenching of tryptophan
fluorescence

FABP (1 ,uM final concn.) was diluted into 50 mM Hepes buffer,
pH 7.5 (25 °C), and the sample allowed to equilibrate (as
monitored by fluorescence emission). Fatty acids and fatty acid
metabolites (0.1 or 1.0 mM stock solution in methanol) were

added in aliquots (0.2-2 1d). After equilibration tryptophan
fluorescence (excitation at 280 nm, emission at 330 nm) was

averaged over a 60 s interval. Data were corrected for dilution
effects.

Energy transfer

Non-radiative energy transfer is defined as the transfer of excited
state energy from a donor to an acceptor and is dependent,
among other factors, on the distance between these molecules
[33,36]. F6rsters theory [37] defines the efficiency of energy

transfer (E) as follows:

E = R-6/(R-6 + RO-6) (4)
where Rog the distance at which energy transfer efficiency is 50%
(F6rster distance), is given by:

= (JK2QY0 n-6)"/6 x 9.7 x 103 A (1 A = 0.1 nm) (5)
in which case K2 is the orientation factor for dipole-dipole
interactions, QY0 is the quantum yield in the absence of energy
acceptor and n is the refractive index of the medium between the
donor and acceptor [36].

For energy transfer to take place the fluorescence emission
spectrum of the donor must overlap the absorption spectrum of
the acceptor, as measured by the spectral overlap integral J
[36,38]:

J = [ JF(A)e(A)A4AA]/[ fF(A)AA] (6)

where F(A) is the fluorescence intensity of the energy donor at
wavelength A, e(A) is the absorption coefficient (M-1 cm-1) of
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the energy acceptor, and AA is the interval of measurement
(5 nm).
The efficiency of energy transfer (E) was calculated from the

quantum yield of the energy donor (protein) in the presence
(Q YT) and absence (Q Y0) of the energy acceptor, DAUDA [36]:

E= I-QYT/QYo (7)

where Q YT and Q Y0 are the quantum yields in the presence and
absence of the energy acceptor (DAUDA).
The relevant quantum yields were determined as follows:

Q Ysample = Q Ystd X Fsample/Fstd X 'std/Isample x Astd/A=mple (8)

where QY is the relevant quantum yield of the standard or
sample, F is the relative fluorescence determined by integrating
the area under the corrected fluorescence spectrum, I is the
relative light intensity at the excitation wavelength and A is
the absorbance at the excitation wavelength [38,39]. In both
cases the same excitation wavelength (280 nm) was used and
therefore Istd/'sample = 1. The fluorescence emission was measured
between 300 and 350 nm. Tryptophan in water (QY = 0.19) was
used as the quantum yield standard [38].
For aligned and parallel dipoles the variation in K2 results in

only 26% error in R [33]. In many cases the donor and acceptor
molecules undergo fast Brownian motion during the lifetime of
the donor [40]. Therefore the donor and acceptor rotate freely in
a time that is short compared with the excited state lifetime of the
donor and K2 is equal to two-thirds [36]. For the purpose of
energy-transfer calculations it was therefore assumed that K2 is
0.667 [36,38] and the refractive index is 1.4 [41].
The fraction of FABP forming a complex with DAUDA was

calculated from the following equation [47]:

2[EL]/[Eo] = (1+ [LJ]/[EJ] + KD/[Eo])

-{(1 + [LJ/[EJ] + KD/[Eo])2-4[Lo]/[Eo]}i (9)
Where [EO] is the concentration of protein in the absence of
ligand and [EL] is the concentration of protein containing bound
ligand. Under the assumption that [EJ = 0.05 ,uM, [Lo] = 5 ,uM
and KD = 0.50 ,uM, the proteins were determined to be fully
saturated with the energy acceptor, DAUDA, and therefore no
corrections for fractional saturation (ft = [EL]/[EJ], Ecorr =
Eobs/fsat) were required [41].

Protein modelling

Protein structures were imported from the Brookhaven database
and used on the molecular graphics software QUANTA (Polygen
Corp., Waltham, MA, U.S.A.) on a Silicon Graphics computer
system. Inter-atomic distances were determined using the relevant
algorithms provided by the software. The intestinal FABP
structure has been published [1,9].

RESULTS

Binding of fluorescent fatty acid analogues

The fluorescent fatty acid analogue, DAUDA, bound to FABP
with a resultant blue-shift of the fluorescence emission maxima
and increase in fluorescence quantum yield (Table 1), as shown
previously [42]. The emission maxima for the C69W and F18W
proteins were lower and higher respectively as compared with the
wild-type protein. Dissociation constants (KD) were decreased
for the F3W and C69W proteins, while the maximum calculated
fluorescence (Bmax) was decreased for the F3W protein and
increased for the C69W mutant, as compared with the wild-type
protein (Table 1). The dissociation constants obtained for

Table 1 Fluorescence roperties of DAUDA binding to FABP

DAUDA fluorescence (excitation at 350 nm, emission at 500 nm) was determined in the
absence or presence of FABP (0.05 #M). DAUDA concentrations were varied (0-5 ,uM) and
the data fitted to a hyperbolic equation using non-linear regression [50] to determine the values
of Bma (arbitrary units) and KD (,uM)±S.E.M. Results shown of one experiment which is
representative of multiple experiments. The values of emission wavelength maxima
[Amax (emission)] were determined by adding aliquots of FABP to a 0.3 ,M solution of DAUDA.
The number of data points for emission-maxima measurements are shown in parentheses.

B, W(. KD .a,x.(emission) (nm)

DAUDA

FABP
WT
F3W
F18W
C69W

543 +1.2 (6)

46+ 2
28+ 2
48 +1
55+ 2

0.58 +0.09
0.30 + 0.08
0.46 + 0.05
0.36 +0.05

496 + 1.1 (6)*
498 +2.2 (6)*
500 +1.5 (6)t
491 + 1.1 (6) t

*P < 0.001, relative to buffer control.

tP < 0.001, relative to wild-type FABP.

Table 2 Fluorescence properties of DPH-PA binding to FABP

DPH-PA fluorescence (excitation at 360 nm, emission at 430 nm) was determined in the
absence and presence of FABP (0.05 ,uM). DPH-PA concentrations were varied (0-5 1tM) and
the data fitted to a hyperbolic equation using non-linear regression [50] to determine the values
of Bmat (arbitrary units) and KD (,uM)±S.E.M. Results are from one experiment which is
representative of multiple experiments.

FABP Bma KD (A(M)

WT
F3W
F18W
C69W

111 +15
77 +16

109 +15
142+9

1.20+ 0.33
1.11 + 0.42
1.16 + 0.22
1.31 +0.14

DAUDA are similar to values we have obtained previously [11]
and equivalent to the values of 0.24 1sM, 0.72 ,uM and 0.64 ,uM
obtained with DAUDA, 16-anthroyloxypalmitate and 1-
pyrenedodecanoic acid respectively [10]. Similar observations
were made with DPH-PA as fluorophore (Table 2). In this case
the relative changes in Bmax observed with DAUDA for F3W
and C69W were confirmed with DPH-PA, although the KD
values were equivalent for all the proteins.
An attempt to determine cis-parinaric acid binding parameters

under steady-state conditions resulted in significant fluorescence
bleaching and/or ligand dissociation with time. Therefore no
further attempts were made to determine KD or Bmax values
using this probe. Under identical experimental conditions cis-
parinaric acid did bind to human serum albumin in a manner
that resulted in an increased and constant fluorescence emission
(results not shown). Though binding of cis-parinaric acid to wild-
type FABP has been reported previously, these measurements
were made under fast-reaction kinetic conditions [8].

DAODA displacement by oleate

Under conditions of apparently equimolar concentrations of
FABP and DAUDA the relative displacement of DAUDA by
oleate was similar for all the proteins (Figure 1). However, under
these conditions the fluorescence ofDAUDA bound to the F3W
and C69W proteins was significantly lower and higher respect-
ively than for the comparable wild-type or F18W proteins
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Figure 1 Displacement of DAUDA by oleate

Samples contained 1 ,uM protein and 1 1M DAUDA, with oleate (in methanol) added in aliquots. Fluorescence was measured at an excitation wavelength of 350 nm and an emission wavelength
of 500 nm. The inset shows fluorescence emission data as a percentage of the initial fluorescence. *, WT; El, F3W; +, F18W; *, C69W.

(Figure 1). These results would appear to confirm the above
binding parameters obtained with DAUDA and DPH-PA
(Tables 1 and 2).

Fluorescence quenching by acrylamide

Fluorescence quenching by acrylamide indicated that the
tryptophans in the different proteins were partially solvent-
accessible. The quenching constants for the F3W, F18W and
C69W proteins, calculated from a modified Stern-Volmer equa-

tion [35], were 38+8, 48+2 and 34+3 M-1, and the effective
fractional accessible fluorescence values were 0.62 + 0.13, 0.55 +
0.04 and 0.75 + 0.07 respectively. Thus the C69W tryptophan
appeared to be the most solvent-accessible with the lowest
quenching constant, whereas the F18W tryptophan displayed the
lowest effective fractional accessibility value and the highest
quenching constant. It should be noted that Cys-69 of the wild-
type protein is partially accessible to DTNB [17], in agreement

with the acrylamide quenching results. Although the charged
environment surrounding the relative tryptophans can be investi-
gated using I and Cs+ ions, these studies were complicated by an

ionic strength effect as displayed by apparent quenching in the
presence of comparative KCI concentrations (results not shown).

Urea-denaturation studles

Protein-denaturation studies in the presence of urea show differ-
ential effects ofthe three tryptophan mutants to protein unfolding
(Figure 2). Tryptophan fluorescence, unlike tyrosine fluorescence,
is affected by solvent polarity and can therefore be used as a

measure of protein denaturation [33]. The F18W mutant showed
the lowest, and the C69W protein the highest, apparent midpoint
of transition expressed as concentration of urea (Cm). Both the
F18W and C69W proteins appeared to demonstrate simple
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Figure 2 Urea denaturation of FABP mutants (1 pM protein)

Urea was added in aliquots and fluorescence measured at an excitation wavelength of 280 nm

and an emission wavelength of 330 nm. O, F3W; +, Fl8W; *, C69W.

sigmoidal unfolding kinetics whereas the F3W protein possibly
displays a biphasic denaturation curve under equilibrium con-

ditions. No attempt has been made to calculate thermodynamic
or kinetic parameters from these data due to the inherent
complexity of kinetic models for protein denaturation [43,44]
and the relative lack of data points (Figure 2). Although Gibbs-
free-energy (AGD) changes for protein unfolding can be calculated

by linear extrapolation of denaturation profiles [45], the assump-
tion of linearity is only valid for proteins undergoing folding
transitions in the 0-2 M urea concentration range [44].
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Table 3 Effect of different substrates on tryptophan fluorescence

Samples contained 1 /eM FABP and 2,uM ligand (in 2 #l of methanol) was added.
Tryptophan fluorescence (excitation at 280 nm, emission at 330 nm) was measured and the
above values are percentages of the fluorescence in the presence of a 2-fold excess of ligand
relative to the initial fluorescence. Values shown are those of separate experiments or
means+ S.D. (n).

Percentage of initial fluorescence (%)

Substrate F3W F18W C69W

Methanol
Oleate
Stearate
Palmitate
Oleoyl-lysoPC
Oleoyl-CoA
9(1 0)-Bromostearate
2-Bromopalmitate

98, 97
102, 101
97.0+1.0 (3)
94, 95
92, 96
89, 86
97, 100
79.0+ 2.6 (3)

98, 95
107, 106
103.3 +1.5 (3)
113, 109
104, 105
88.7 + 2.5 (3)

108.7 + 0.6 (3)
70.0+ 6.6 (4)

98, 97
89, 92
90, 97
94, 91
92, 95
78, 82
92, 93
84.5+ 2.0 (4)

Table 4 Tryptophan fluorescence quenching by 2-bromopalmitate

Samples contained 1 ,uM FABP, and 2-bromopalmitate (in methanol) was added in aliquots.
Tryptophan fluorescence (excitation at 280 nm, emission at 330 nm) was measured after
sample equilibration. The quenching constants (K0)±S.E.M. were determined by linear
regression using the Stern-Volmer (/Q) [34] or modified Stern-Volmer (Ka(ew) equations [35].
The effective fractional maximum fluorescence (fa) for the modified Stern-Volmer equation is
shown in parentheses [35]. Data were not corrected for the effect of palmitate. Results for two
experiments are shown.

Quenching constant (jM-1)

Equation F3W F18W C69W

Stern-Volmer 0.24+0.005 0.15+ 0.002 0.25+ 0.05
Modified Stern-Volmer 0.65 + 0.03 0.20 + 0.03 0.83+ 0.11

(0.44+ 0.01) (0.85 + 0.19) (0.32+ 0.04)

Effect of fatty acids on tryptophan fluorescence:

In general, the addition of ligands to the F3W or C69W mutants
showed no apparent effects on tryptophan fluorescence although
an increase was observed with the F18W protein (Table 3). In
contrast, there was a notable decrease in fluorescence for all three
mutants upon addition of oleoyl-CoA.
The two brominated fatty acids, 2-bromopalmitate and 9(10)-

bromostearate, had apparently contrasting effects (Table 3).
Bromostearate showed no effect on fluorescence when compared
with stearate, but fluorescence quenching was observed with
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s°30 [Bromopalmitatel .1)_30

bromopalmitate, the greatest effect obtained with the Fl8W
protein (Figure 3; Tables 3 and 4). The effective fractional
saturation value for the F18W protein was not significantly
different from unity, whereas it was less than 50% for the other
two mutants. However, the F3W protein was quenched slightly
better than the C69W protein (Table 4), which was also reflected
by comparison of the relative difference in the effect of palmitate
and 2-bromopalmitate on tryptophan fluorescence, i.e. an ap-
proximate decrease of 15 % and 8% respectively (Table 3).

Energy transfer

All three tryptophan mutants (F3W, F18W, C69W) showed
typical tryptophan emission spectra when excited at 280 nm with

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

1/[Bromopalmitatel (pM)

Figure 3 Quenching of tryptophan fluorescence by 2-bromopalmitate

Samples contained 1 ,tM protein and the 2-bromopalmitate was added in aliquots. Fluorescence was measured at an excitation wavelength of 280 nm and an emission wavelength of 330 nm.

The data were fitted to a modified Stern-Volmer equation. The inset shows the same data fitted to the Stern-Volmer equation with the lines indicating the initial linear regions of the curves. 5,
F3W; +, F18W; *, C69W.
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Table 5 Fluorescence energy transfer determinations with the fluorophore
DAUDA

Quantum yields (0Y), efficiency of energy transfer (E), overlap integral (J), Forster distance (RO)
and the distances between the centres of donor and acceptor chromophores (Robs.) were
determined as described. Results shown are from one experiment. In these studies the
concentration of FABP was 0.05 FuM (energy donor) and of DAUDA 5 ,uM (energy acceptor).
(Note: 1 A = 0.1 nm.)

FABP QY Eobs l015x J Ro (A) Robs (A)

WT 0.009
F3W 0.018
Fl 8W 0.081
C69W 0.025

0.93 6.0 3.6 10.3
0.95 5.8 3.6 12.3
0.94 5.8 3.6 10.7

emission maxima between 320 and 340 nm (results not shown),
thus displaying a blue-shift in emission relative to tryptophan in
water, where the fluorescence maximum is 348 nm [46].
The wild-type FABP contains three tyrosines but no trypto-

phans [3], and this is reflected by the low quantum yield of this
protein relative to the three tryptophan mutants (Table 5). The
Fl8W mutant has a significantly higher quantum yield than the
other two tryptophan mutants, but all three tryptophan mutants
displayed similar energy-transfer efficiencies and R values, the
distance between donor and acceptor chromophores (Table 5).
No energy transfer was detected for the wild-type protein.

Previously published quantum yields for intestinal FABP
tryptophan and liver FABP tyrosine were 0.294 and 0.0658
respectively [8]. As shown, the quantum yield for wild-type FABP
was 0.009 (Table 5), which reflects a 7-fold difference in quantum
yield values for rat liver FABP obtained in this paper and the
above published values. As Ro depends on the sixth root of
the quantum yield, it is not very sensitive to uncertainties in the
donor quantum yield [40]. The average value for R, approx. 1 nm
(10 A) (Table 5), calculated for the three tryptophan mutants
probably reflects the relatively small size of the FABP protein
(15 kDa) and a position of the fluorescent moiety ofDAUDA in
the binding cavity.

Analysis of the intestinal FABP crystal structure using a
molecular-graphics system revealed that the three amino acids
mutated in this study are approximately equidistant from each
other, the respective C. carbons separated by the following dis-
tances: C,-2-C - 17 = 2.42 nm (24.2 A), C'-2-Ca-68 = 1.95 nm
(19.5 A), Ca-17-Ca-68 = 2.28 nm (22.8 A). Sequence analysis has
shown that Phe-3 and Phe-1 8 are analogous in intestinal and
liver FABP, while Phe-69 of intestinal FABP is replaced by a
cysteine in rat liver FABP [3] and therefore, based on the
assumption that the two structures are equivalent, it can be
postulated that these amino acids are probably also equidistant
in liver FABP (no structure has been published for liver FABP).
On the basis of this hypothesis and the results of the energy-
transfer studies it can therefore be concluded that the naphthyl
moiety of the DAUDA probe is buried in the f-clam cavity of the
protein.

DISCUSSION

In this study three rat liver FABP amino acids, i.e. Phe-3, Phe-
18 and Cys-69, were replaced with tryptophans to facilitate
studies of ligand binding and protein structure.

Binding of three fluorescent fatty acid analogues to the FABP
mutant proteins has been investigated. The proteins showed

emission maxima for DAUDA binding between 490 nm and
500 nm (Table 1). All the proteins displayed similar binding
affinities, although there was a significant decrease in the Bmax
value for the F3W protein. Analysis of binding by the fluorescent
fatty acid analogues DAUDA and DPH-PA (Tables 1 and 2)
have been interpreted to show essentially the same binding
affinity for both probes, although there is a consistent decrease in
Bmax for F3W, while this parameter is slightly increased in the
case of C69W. A number of factors can affect the fluorescence
emission intensity of a fluorophore, including the polarity of the
environment, mobility of the fluorophore and a change in
intermolecular quenching by the protein, and hence changes
in BmaX are difficult to interpret. However, the C69W protein
displayed an increased Bmax value (relative to wild-type protein),
which possibly reflects an increase in binding-site hydrophobicity
as reflected by the increased blue-shift observed with C69W and
DAUDA (Table 1). A simple explanation for the increased
hydrophobicity with the C69W mutation is that a cysteine has
been replaced by a tryptophan.
The displacement ofDAUDA from FABP by oleate, which is

a competitive inhibitor ofDAUDA binding [11], shows that the
relative effect is equivalent for the four proteins (Figure 1).
However, the changes in Bmax values, discussed above, are
reflected in a plot of actual fluorescence values (Figure 1), thus
confirming the results obtained with DAUDA and DPH-PA.

Urea-denaturation studies indicate a subtle change in sus-
ceptibility to denaturation for the mutant proteins (Figure 2).
The following model has been proposed for intestinal FABP
unfolding under equilibrium conditions [43]:

Native -+ intermediate -+ unfolded (10)

It was proposed by Ropson et al. [43] that the two protein
domains surrounding Trp-6 and Trp-82 in intestinal FABP, i.e.
the ,-A and fl-F chains, respectively [1,9], could unfold in-
dependently. In the case of the rat liver FABP it is tempting to
speculate that there is a two-intermediate step in protein un-
folding. As shown by the fluorescence change in the F3W protein
(Figure 2) the fl-A chain could be destabilised to a small degree
before the rest of the f-clam structure and a-helical portal
domains unfold, the latter unfolding step also being detected in
the F18W (portal region) and C69W (fl-clam) regions. Therefore
the following reaction scheme can be proposed:

Native -+ intermediate 1 (fl-A chain) -. intermediate 2 (portal
and fl-clam) -+ unfolded (11)

Though kinetic studies by Ropson et al. [43] were interpreted to
indicate multiple refolding pathways in rat intestinal FABP,
similar conclusions in this study would require a more detailed
analysis.
The binding of various ligands to FABP resulted in diverse

effec$s on tryptophan fluorescence (Table 3). In general, no effect
was observed for the F3W or C69W proteins, while there was a
consistent increase in fluorescence for the F18W mutant with the
exception of oleoyl-CoA binding. In intestinal FABP Phe-18 is
located in the a-helical domain, and structural changes of this
domain have been observed between the apo- and holo-structures
[1,9,48]. Thus the increased fluorescence observed with F18W
could possibly be explained by such changes in protein structure.
The decrease in fluorescence obtained with oleoyl-CoA for all
three mutants can be explained by the increased size of this
molecule, in relation to fatty acids, therefore causing a greater
distortion in protein configuration.

Investigations with 9(10)-bromostearate and 2-bromopalmit-
ate revealed greater quenching with the latter compound for
the F18W protein over and above the quenching seen at the other
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positions (Figure 3; Tables 3 and 4). Therefore it can be argued
that Trp-1 8 is close to the carboxy moiety of at least one bound
fatty acid. By contrast, the bromine located in the middle of the
stearate acyl chain displayed no quenching effect when compared
with stearate (Table 3), thus having no direct contact with any of
the mutated tryptophans.

Energy-transfer studies showed that the fluorescent moiety of
DAUDA is approximately equidistant from the three trypto-
phans (Table 5). Investigation of the intestinal FABP structure
using a molecular-graphics system indicate that the C. atoms of
the relevant amino acids in intestinal FABP, i.e. Phe-3, Phe-18
and Phe-69, are also virtually equidistant. Thus it can be inferred
that the fluorescent moiety of DAUDA, which is bound in a 1 :1
stoichiometry to liver FABP [42], is located within the f-clam.

Analysis of the energy transfer studies and the crystal structure
of intestinal FABP leads to the conclusion that the fluorescent
moiety of the DAUDA probe is probably located in the fl-clam,
or solvent cavity, of the protein. Fluorescence quenching studies
with bromopalmitate indicate that at least one fatty acid carb-
oxylate is located near the portal region with the acyl chain
within the ,-clam structure. This interpretation would explain
the solvent-accessibility of fatty acid carboxylates bound to liver
FABP [6,7] and the ability of liver FABP to bind ligands with
bulky headgroups [49]. However, in this situation the fatty acids
would be accommodated in a different orientation from that
shown for intestinal FABP [9].

In conclusion, it has been shown that the tryptophan mutants
of rat liver FABP, i.e. F3W, F18W and C69W, generally display
the same binding properties, although there are subtle differences
in susceptibility to urea denaturation. Energy-transfer and
fluorescence-quenching studies appear to show that ligands bind
to liver FABP in a different configuration to intestinal FABP,
thus apparently substantiating previous findings showing dif-
ferences in binding properties between intestinal and liver FABP.
Further studies are in progress to investigate more closely the
exact nature of ligand interactions with rat liver FABP.
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